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How to use this activity:
1. Print, laminate, and cut out enough turkey 

bodies for a center or one for each 
student depending on how you plan to use 
this activity.

2. Tape the bodies to the table so they don't 
drive your kids crazy moving all over the 
place. 

3. Give your students pattern blocks to 
create feathers. You can discuss 
symmetry and have them make 
symmetrical feathers or not, its up to you.

4. Students count how many of each shape 
they used and record on the sheet 
provided.

5. You can also have students draw their 
turkey on the back of the page. They 
always turn out a little off, but it is great 
for really paying close attention to shape 
attributes and positions.
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Build A Turkey
Name: 

Directions: Build a Turkey with pattern blocks. Count how many of each block you 
used. Then draw your turkey on the back of this page!
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•Thanks so much for your purchase! I truly appreciate 
it and hope it is exactly what you were looking for! Feel 
free to contact me with questions or concerns.

Click the icons below for more products, 
freebies and ideas for your classroom! 

•This product is for single classroom use only. Please do not share it 
with others, instead send them to my store or purchase an additional 
license through TPT. 

•All pages of this product are copyrighted. Please do not copy change 
or distribute part or all of this product in any way.
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Thank you to all of these wonderful artists for creating the 
fonts and graphics used in this product!
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